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AIR POLLUTION CONTROL SYSTEMS
P. E. Sherman 1
Although air pollution has been a problem in the industrial
areas since the dawn of the industrial revolution, only within the
past decade have scientists, legislatures, and the public come to
recognize it as a serious hazard to health and a costly economic
burden which merits national attention.
It is estimated that 150,000,000 tons of pollutants are discharged
into the atmosphere in this country every year. This amounts to 3/4ofa
ton per every man, woman, and child in America.
Industry accounts for 25% of this amount, with the automobile
being the biggest polluter accounting for 60%.
Only 10% of the pollution is in the form of particulate matter,
commonly called dust. While 10% may seem small, it is estimated that
by 1977, industry will be spending 500 to 700 million dollars each
year in control equipment.
Attitudes of industries, the public, and government are changing
and will continue to change. I am sure each of you has heard in the
past of a large company saying "If we must install air pollution
control equipment , we'll move to another city or state." This situation was occurring with a great deal of regularity . The main cause
was that some of our larger industrial states, because of extreme
public pressure, began enacting stricter regulations requiring the
installation of sophisticated air pol lutioA control equipment. There
was a great discrepancy between regulations from state to state. In
fact, many states attempting to attract industry had no regulations.
This became a very unhealthy situation, and the federal government
became involved. Congress passed the Clean Air Act of 1970. In brief,
this law defined and established ambient air standards. Each state is
required to meet or exceed these air standards by 1975. The first step
in meeting these standards is for each state agency to monitor and
determine the quality of the air within its jurisdiction. Once having
determined this, it must submit a plan to the federal government givi ng
an outline of how it plans to bring the air quality within the federal
standards. All of you have probably come in contact with local or
state environmental control agents. Their task, at present, is to
determine major sources of air pollution and eliminate these sources.
The main concern of the state agencies is that if they do not do their
job as l aid out by the federal guidelines, the federal government
1Mr. Sherman is with Day Product Sales, Carter-Day Company, 655 Nineteenth Avenue, N.E., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418.
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will step in.

Most people are trying to avoid this situation.

Even with the enactment of stricter air pollution regulations ,
the situation remained that you could create all the dust you wanted
as long as it did not leave your plant or property. Now, with the
new OSHA requirements, the air quality within ahy plant must also
meet a certain s tandard .
Each of you in the past has had to become knowledgeable about
various pieces of process equipment used in your plants. Now you will
find it not only important but necessa ry to become familiar with air
pollution codes, dust dynamics, and the limitations of various types of
dust collectors. Some terms I will be using and which are common ly
used in air pollution control work should be defined.
1.

Dust is particulate matter that can become airborne and
varies in size from 1 to 100 microns.

2.

The micron is a unit of length or diameter equal to 1 over
25-thousandths four-hundreths of an inch. For example,
a 25-micron particle is about one-thousandth of an inch
in diameter.

The dust concentration in air streams is expressed in terms of
grains per cubic foot of air. A grain is a unit of weight with 7,000
grains equalling one pound. In ordinary dust collection systems , you
may encounter dust concentrations of 5 to 10 grai ns per cu . ft. of air .
However, some state codes may restri ct emiss ions fro m dust collectors
to less than . 1 grain per CFM; thus, more than 98% of the dust must
be collected.
Any dust samp l e i s a mi xture of particle sizes. Figure 1 is a
graph that shows how a hypothetical dust sample can be distributed.
Particle diameter in microns is plotted along the horizontal
axis of this graph (Figure 1), and the percent by weight for each fraction of particle sizes i s plotted verti ca ll y. Accord ing to the graph,
there is a small percentage of one-mi cron particles, a small percentage of 100-m ~ cron particles, and a very la rge percentage of 10-micron
particles. This dust would be very difficult to collect in an ordinary
cyclone, which would be about 80% efficient at the 30-micron level.
In fact, most of thi s dust would go out t he top.
The dust concentration in an air stream expressed in grains per
cu. ft. of air can be obtained by simply weighing the dust that is in
the air stream. The problem comes in co llecting a representative
sample . Most samples are taken using an !so- Kinetic Sampler . If you
were to insert a sampling tube into a dusty air stream and provide the
same velocity of air f lowing into the tube t hat is immediatel y adjacent, a representative sample of dust shou ld pass into the tube. If
this air is then passed through a suitable filter, the dust can be
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EXAMPLES OF ALLOWABLE RATE OF EMISSION
BASED ON PROCESS WEIGHT RATE

PROCESS WEIGHT RATE

ALLOWABLE EMISSION

LBS./HR.

LBS./HR.

100

0 .55

1,000

2.58

5,000

7 .58

10,000

12.0

50,000

35.4

100,000

44.6

500,000

63.0

1,000,000

69.0

Fi gure 2. Typical dust emission allowances.
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caught, weighed, and saved for particle size analysis. This is a procedure used by most state agencies and inde pendent testing firms to
determine the amount of dust being emitted to the air from a dust
control system or coll ector.
Dust particles are s ubjected to a variety of forces, such as gravity
or centrifugal forces . They react to these forces with certain motions
that can be described as "Stokes Law." One form of "Stokes Law"
simply states that the settl ing rate of a small particle is proportional
to the product of the square of the particle diameter and its specific
gravity. The s pecific gravity of water is 1, the specific gravity of
most dust is between 1 and 3. An example will illustrate what happens
to a sma ll particle suspended in an air stream. Consider a 2-micron
particle with a specific gravity of 2. It can be shown that the
settling rate of this particle will be 3ft . per hour in still air.
If this particle is emitted 3 ft. off the ground in a light wind of 5
miles per hour, i t will take 1 hour for it to settle, and the wind will
have carried it 5 miles , probably far beyond your property line. This
principle is used in the design of dust control systems to obtain a
minimum conveying velocity, so that the dust does not settle out in the
duct work. We will look at this in more detail later.
Most state regulat ions specify the maximum all owable dust emissions
from a process in terms of a process weight rate . Figure 2 is an example of the table used in most states. Assume you have an unloading
facility that handles 50,000 lbs. per hour of gra in (the process weight
rate). There is a maximum dust emission that can be discharged from
your process that is found in the process weight rate table. At 50,000
lbs. per hour, we see that the maximum allowable emission would be 35.4
l bs. per hour; calculating this out would show that you would have to
collect 99.93% of the dust to meet the regulation, far beyond the
capabi li ty of cyclones.
All dust control systems are made of four major components: the
hoods, duct work, fan, and collector. We will discuss the collector
first because it i s the heart of a good dust control system.
Cyclones- Imam certain most of you are familiar with cyc l ones
(Figure 3). They have been used by the grain and feed industry for
years. Their design varies from those fabricated by a local sheet
metal man to those with a great deal of sc ientific design.
The graph in Figure 4 shows the collection efficiency (in percentage) of two types of cycl ones versus particle size which is plotted
on the horizontal axis of the graph from zero to 100 microns. Cons ider
the curve labeled "Ordinary Cyclone." The graph shows that approximately 80% of the 30-micron particles will be captured by the cyclone.
If you recal l , Figure 1 showed the particle analysis of a typical
dust sample, themajor portion of which wa s about 10 microns. It is
not hard to understand, then, why many states have arbitrarily said
that cyclones will not be approved as collectors in dust control sys -
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Figure 3.

High efficiency cyclone (Day 'HV') .
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terns. Yet, high efficiency cyclones will do a more effective job than
ordinary cyc l ones in capturing small particles . The curve mar ked "HV"
represents a high efficiency cyclone. In this cyclone, a particle 30
microns in diameter will be col l ected with 96% efficiency, and a parti cle 10 mic rons in diameter will be collected with approximately 85%
efficiency.
The reason for this higher efficiency is that the unit is long and
slender in order to allow more turns or settling out of small particles .
It is smaller in diameter than ordinary cyclones, so the settling forces
are very l arge . This unit is good, but still not good enough to meet
the codes when used on very fine dust.
Fabric filters are not in wide use as a replacement for the less
efficient cyclones. Most of these filters have a collection efficiency
in the range of 99.9+%. They are constructed by suspending a felted or
woven c loth in a dusty air stream to filter out dust particles and
allow the clean air to pass through.
The probl em resides in keeping the med ia cleaned so that the
filter can operate continuously. If cleaning i s not accomplished,
the cake of col l ected dust will build up to the point where the resistance to air flow would be so great that it woul d cease or be drastical ly reduced . Thus, your hoods would no longer have enough air flow
to capture airborne dust.
Years ago, bag houses, as they were called, operated at air to cloth
ratios of 1 or 2 CFM per sq . ft. of cloth in the filter. Today, normal
air to cloth ratios are 10 or 15 to 1 and improved cleaning of the
media is necessary . Thus, the modern filter has become more and more
compact; and, in order to maintain continuous operation, better and more
frequent cleaning is required.
Shaking, vibrating, reverse jet, and reverse flow col l apse are
used to remove the bulk of the dust cake from the individual filter
tube. Reverse jet is the most common , and we will concentrate on this
method.
Fabrics used vary widely depending on temperature, corrosivenss
of the air, and the dust. The two most common materials used on
grain dust are Dacron and woo l felt . The RJ filter shown in Figure 5
consists of a cylindrical body which spins out heavy particles. The
filter is divided into two parts by a tube sheet which separates the
clean air section from the dust laden air section. Attached to the
bottom of the tube sheet are filter media envelopes made from felt or
woven material. Cleaned air passes through the openings in the tube
sheet, after having first passed through the filter media . The filter
media is in the shape of envelopes that are opened at one end and are
prevented from collapsing by rigid wire frames mounted inside the bag.
To clean the RJ media, a reverse air manifo ld is provided that
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rotates s lowly around the top of the tube sheet. This ma nifold is
supplied with air from a blower at a pressure of about 16" water gauge
and is equipped with a butterfly va l ve and trip mechanism, such that
cleaning ai r is confined within the manifold until it comes into
alignment with the hold in the tube sheet over the bag to be cleaned.
The butterfly valve at that time is opened s uddenly to inject high
velocity reverse air into the bag. The high velocity air snaps the
bag, breaks up the dust cake on the outside of the bag, and the filtered dust particles drop into the hopper .
The Dynamic Module Filter is a rectangular filter made up of 2'
wide pane l s. The media is composed of round tubes 4Yz" in diameter
and up to 8' long, which are mounted on the top tube sheet (Figure 6).
Each 2' x 6' section of the filt er encompasses 24 bags which are
arranged in rows of 8 each. Protruding into the top of each bag is
a small pipe extending from an injector tube that runs across each
row. The end of the injector tube i s closed in a valve chest on the
side of the filter by a quick opening diaphragm valve, si milar to a
power brake diaphragm which is caused to suddenly open when a small,
solenoid valve is activated by a solid state control sys tem. This
opens the end of the injector tube to a reservoir of air at about 15
lbs. per square inch . The sudden reverse jet blows off the dust cake
that has accumulated on the outside of the bags.
The bags can be cleaned in any frequency that is desi red, the
duration of the cleaning pulse can be controlled, and you can regulate
the amount of reverse air. Another advantage of the filter is that
all moving parts are outside of the filter. Also, its modular design
allows for construction in virtually any size and the additions of
more sections in the future as your air volume requirements change.
Proper hood design and the volume of air to be col lected by each
hood, has evolved over the years mainly by trial and error. Let's
look at a particular example. Suppose we have a room with several
people in it. One person is smoking a cigar, and we want to remove
the smoke being produced. One approach would be to place a fan in a
window pointing outward and provide adequate openings into the room
to replace the air removed. This, in essence, is ventilation as
opposed to control. Smoke is still in the room but is gradually being
removed. Now, suppose we want to control the smoke from only the one
person, the cigar smoker. We would supply a separate duct from the
fan over to him, put a hood over or arou~d him in such a way that we
could control the smoke and draw it into the hood rather than let it
escape into the room. We will have then prov ided spot control and
would therefore use less CFM and less horsepower.
Now applying this principle
take one source of dust, such as
onto a belt. In this case, when
dust is generated and will cloud

to dust control in your plant, let's
a loader beneath a bin which is dumping
the seed or grain hits the belt,
the immediate area unless a properly
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Figure 6.

Figure 7.

Dynamic Module Dust Filter.

Dynamic Module Dust Filter installation.
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Figure 8.

Before (top) and after (bottom) views of an RJ dust f il ter
i nstall ati on.
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Figure 9. Typical RJ dust filter installation.
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desig ned hood with the correct amount of air is applied at this point
to capture the dust before it escapes into the atmosphere. The phys ical size of the hood is determined by a number of factors, including
the width and speed of the belt, maximum duct to the grain when the
belt is fully loaded, and also the desi gn of the belt loader itself.
In some cases, loaders are built so that the grain is released to the
belt in a flowing design; in other cases, it is dropped abrupt ly, which
increases the dust load. After determining the physical size of the
hood, the next determination is how much air i s required, and this is
based on past experience, but technically it can be calculated by meas urin g the open area around the periphery of t he hood; that is, the area
beneath the hood down to the belt itself, convert ing this to square
feet of open area, then using an air velocity that would be suffici ent
to overcome any stray ai r currents in the immediate area, and multiplying these two together which would give us the total air required.
Actually, in practice, considerably more air is used than would be
arrived at through this formula because , in most cases, there will
be more open area after the hood is actually installed than that
calculated ahead of time; we provide for this possibi l ity.
This, in essence then, is the basic principle behind designing
any hood, such as for belt loaders, belt discharge hoods, or simi l ar
unenclosed pieces of equipment. It's based on, first of all, an enclosure that is physically large enough to enclose the area where the dust
is being gener ated and then providing sufficient suction to cause air
flow into the hood, or at least prevent the dust from flowing out
from underneath the hood.
In sizing hoods or determining the air volume for enclosed areas
such as bins or garners, where we are not concerned with stray air
currents, the problem is to pull enough ai r from the enclosure to
compensate for the rate at whi ch the bin is being fil l ed, plus a
safety factor for any entrained air that comes in with the grain
stream .
One l ast area that each of you probably has in your plant is the
truck unloading station. This , in many cases, can be the largest
single source of dust you have. Where the dump pit is deep enough,
connections are placed on either side to draw air down through the
top of the grating. Many older pits are shallow and do not allow for
any under-grating duct work. In these case, we have designed a unit
as shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12.
The truck enters the pit area, and once it is in position, the
motorized hood is swung into place. As the dumping takes place, the
dust created is drawn into the hood. When the dumping operation is
complete, the hood is swung back to its standby position.
No matter how well a truck pit ·dust control system is designed,
its successful operation is dependent upon the pit area being enclosed
and a roll - up door installed at one end to prevent cross winds, as no
hood can compete with a 10- or 20-mile-per-hour wind.
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Now, after we have sized individual hoods and determined the air
volume needed for each dust source, the next probl em is to combine
these various sdurces into a singl e duct, which would run to the dust
col l ector. Here again, we try to study the most economical way to
bring the various branch pipes together that would result in the lowest
amount of fan horsepower, while at the same time keeping in mind that
the duct ca nnot interfere with the pl ant operation.
Sizing of the duct work required to connect various hoods together
is very simply a case of using a velocity of the air stream in the duct
that would be sufficient to keep the dust in suspension. Velocity of
3500 to 4000 ft. per minute has always been acceptabl e, although in
recent years, I bel ieve a little hi gher i s used, perhaps i n t he 4000 ft.
per minute rate. A formula used in all air engineering work is: Q = VA.
This simply mea ns CFM is equal to velocity times the cross-sectional
area in square feet. Let's assume the first hood at the extreme end
of our duct requi r es 1,000 cu. ft. of air. If we want the velocity
to be 4,000 ft. per minute in the duct, we divide 1,000 cu. ft. by
4,000 ft. per mi nute and arr i ve at a cross-sectional area of the duct
of ~ of a square foot . This area may not be obtai nabl e i n a standard
pipe s ize, so we sel ect the diameter to the nearest inch that would
give us about this velocity. We then go on to the next hood, add the
CFM for the two hoods toget her, and go thro ugh the same formula by
dividing the total air volume by approximately 4, 000 ft. per minute and
again selecting a pipe size to the nearest inch that would give us
this velocity.
We pr oceed in this fashion through the entire system, which could
cons i st, in some cases, of only one hood or it may consist of 30 or 40,
and arrive at the final duct size. There is a limitation to the size
that we like to use based on the physical size of the duct work that
is involved. It becomes very expensive to bui ld and install exceptional ly l arge diameter pipe, so we use discretion in putting a limit
on the physical size of any singl e system. A couple of other factors
must also be consi dered. There is a CFM limitation when using a single
f ilter, and also, it i s best to combine hoods that are on equipment
t hat must work together in your plant. It is very wasteful to draw
air on equipment that is not in operation .
A few do's and don'ts i n duct work are: branch entries should
enter into the tape r at app roximately a 30-degree angle; when two
branches are to enter the main duct, t hey sho uld be a minimum of two
pipe diameters apart; duct enlargements and duct contractions should
be made by using smooth tapers.
After we have calculated the total air volume of the system, we
must then determine the system resistance. The system resistance or
losses start at the hood . Here, we normally use 2 to 3" water gauge.
This resistance is that which is req uired to get the air moving to a
greater vel ocity than the s urround ing area. Once we have the air
i nside the duct, then it becomes a matter of using publi shed tables
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to determine the friction loss of moving air at 4,000 ft . per minute
through the duct to the filter. To these two figures, that is, the
suction required at the hood pl us the friction l osses through the duct
work, we then add the antici pated loss through the collector to be
used. Adding these all up gives the total pressure in inches of water
to be developed by the fan. Now knowing the total CFM and static
pressure, we then select a fan that fits these two requirements. The
fan sel ection chart put out by a manufacturer will then give us the
required speed and brake horsepower .
Over the past few years, I'm sure many of you have entered into
di scussions as to the disadvantage of having to put equipment in to
meet the pollution control regulations . I feel it would be interesti ng
to look at the other si de of the coin. Bob Hubbard of Cargill , who for
years has been a leader in placi ng modern pollution control systems in
plants, has come up with a l ist of eight definite advantages. Some
of these may relate to your operation:
1.

Shrinkage of grain weight is, in large part, due to
loss of dust to the atmosphere.

2.

Employee moral - not having to work with a respirator
or mask.

3.

Reduction in plant clean- up labor.

4.

Increased life of protective coatings.

5.

Reduction in contamination of lu bricants; dusts,
longer machine life.

6.

Reduction in fire insurance premiums .

7.

Reduction in personnel accidents.

8.

Reduction in insect and rodent popu l ation
and contro l expenses .

